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of Emile de Antonio’s Political Documentary
Rush to Judgment (1966)
By Vincent Bohlinger
There’s no money for documentaries.
– Emile de Antonio[i]
Where any view of Money exists Art cannot be carried on, but War only.
-William Blake (as quoted by P. Adams Sitney)[ii]
On 21 October 2017, U.S. President Donald J. Trump proclaimed with his
all-too-characteristic boldness and bluster that he would order the release
of all classified files related to the assassination of John F. Kennedy. A
1992 law, however, already had stipulated that these files were to be
released by no later than 26 October 2017, and in the five days leading
up to 26 October, Trump’s all-too-uncharacteristic reserve and caution
seemed to intervene and thousands of documents were suppressed from
release for the sake of further review[iii]. That 1992 law, the President
John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act, was passed after
the release of Oliver Stone’s film JFK (1991) with the intent of making
public nearly all of the documents related to the assassination within 25
years in order to quell the curiosity and undercut the claims of conspiracy
theorists[iv]. The continued suppression of thousands of documents after
all this time – even with the release now of many thousands more – surely
renews further concerns of doubt and conspiracy. Indeed, the fiftieth
anniversary of the Kennedy assassination just a few years back led to a
boom in publications, their titles alone revealing the perpetuation of
conspiracy theories (e.g., Joseph McBride’s Into the Nightmare: My
Search for the Killers of President John F. Kennedy and the Officer J.D.
Tippit or Philip Shenon’s A Cruel and Shocking Act: The Secret History
of the Kennedy Assassination – emphases mine).
The steady churn of commercial work related to the Kennedy
assassination suggests the existence of an established industry in which
there is still as much money to be made as there are angles and avenues
of doubt and conspiracy to explore. Such was not the case back in the
mid-1960s when documentary filmmaker Emile de Antonio was trying to
secure financing to make Rush to Judgment, his collaboration with Mark
Lane, the attorney who was hired by Lee Harvey Oswald’s mother
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Lane published Rush to Judgment, a lengthy and systematic critique of
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the 26-volume Warren Commission report, and de Antonio’s film of the
same title was to serve as a companion film to Lane’s book. Lane
famously had great difficulty getting Rush to Judgment published, even
though it would end up on the New York Times bestseller list for over
seven months – entering the list at #9 in September 1966 and then
peaking at #1 from late November through the beginning of January
1967[v]. The fundraising and production of the film version – significantly
more costly than publishing the book and attempted before they could
ride on the coattails of the book’s success – was impeded by its
controversial subject matter, which de Antonio described as an “attack on
the Establishment and government . . . a very hot potato”[vi]. As de
Antonio himself conceded, “for this film, it was almost impossible to raise
money”[vii].

Further complicating de Antonio’s fundraising effort was his innovative
approach to documentary filmmaking. By virtue of the straightforward
polemics of his films – the manner in which he lays bare his
personal/political opinions via the practice of compilation – de Antonio
has become canonized within studies of the documentary tradition. Bill
Nichols, for example, frequently labels de Antonio and his films as
“innovative” and “pioneering”[viii]. Thomas Waugh identifies de Antonio
as “the pioneer and the foremost practitioner of the new documentary
sensibility which has at long last reached the fore”[ix]. This ‘new
documentary sensibility’ of a collage-based aesthetic in the service of an
overtly subjective stance has become one of the mainstream modes of
contemporary documentary, albeit in modified form. Critical and
commercial successes such as Our Daily Bread (Nikolaus Geyrhalter,
2005), An Inconvenient Truth (Davis Guggenheim, 2006), Food,
Inc. (Robert Kenner, 2008), and 13th (Ava DuVernay, 2016) – even hit
pieces such as Hillary: The Movie (Alan Peterson, 2008) – owe much to de
Antonio’s pioneering stylistic and thematic vigor.
De Antonio’s polemics and aesthetics prevented him from seeking
funding through television, a key source of financing for his
contemporaries. De Antonio’s most notable American peers in the sixties
were affiliated with Robert Drew and were proponents of what they
called ‘cinema verité’ (‘cinema truth’), a documentary movement most
scholars now label as ‘direct cinema’, related to but distinct from the
French documentary movement ‘cinéma vérité’[x]. Capitalizing on
technological developments such as lightweight cameras and
synchronous sound recording, Drew Associates – Robert Drew and his
team of now recognized luminaries such as Richard Leacock, the Maysles
brothers and D.A. Pennebaker – argued that their decision to limit
voiceover narration and minimize filmmaker intervention led to a more
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commitment to public affairs programming[xii]. Because Drew Associates
claimed to present both sides of a contentious issue objectively and
without commentary, their films were seen as journalism and Robert
Drew was hired as a producer on ABC’s Close-Up series[xiii]. (The
equating of these documentaries with journalism actually led to tension
and discord in the news division at ABC[xiv].) Although Drew Associates’
contract with ABC led to only four films in the early sixties, the direct
cinema/cinema verité style proved television friendly. Frederick Wiseman,
for example, was able to secure contracts for his films with New York’s
PBS station WNET through the early eighties[xv].

Although de Antonio’s films were similar to direct cinema in their limiting
of voiceover narration and their seeming minimization of the presence of
the filmmaker, they were far from presenting anything close to a façade
of objectivity. De Antonio’s genius was the arrangement of found footage
in the service of an oft-scathing argument. With his first film Point of
Order (1964), he exposed Senator Joseph McCarthy’s indecency during
the Army-McCarthy hearings[xvi]. With Rush to Judgment, his second
film, de Antonio aimed to take on the Warren Commission report.
American television networks would balk at such ambitions, as program
sponsors would be wary of underwriting overtly controversial material.
De Antonio’s polemical virtuosic style and his status as a still fairly unestablished filmmaker forced him to become creative in seeking funding.
Singling out Rush to Judgment, Robert C. Ladendorf writes, “The
difficulty of raising funds for an independent film is best illustrated by
Rush to Judgment, involving the most complicated and unique financial
arrangement of de Antonio’s films”[xvii]. Unfortunately, Ladendorf does
not offer a comprehensive account of the funding for any of de Antonio’s
films, so this essay focuses on such details for the financing of Rush to
Judgment. The widely held notion that de Antonio financed his films fairly
easily through the generosity of his wealthy friends can be tested here.
Moreover, the struggles he faced allow for generalizations to be made
concerning the difficulties faced by other independent documentary
filmmakers working both then and now. Of further interest is the fact that
the financing system de Antonio employed for Rush to Judgment was
outlined in a 1961 article in Film Culture that gave tips to filmmakers on
how to finance their films. Not only was de Antonio a founding member of
the group that published this guide, but he also helped contribute in the
writing of this article. This financing system, adapted from a strategy for
financing theatrical productions, looks quite similar to what we all now
recognize as a crowdfunding – crowdfunding in the age before social
media, if you will. De Antonio, therefore, can be seen as not only an
innovator in documentary film style, but also as a practitioner of an
innovation in film financing, one that he became forced to depend upon.
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The remainder
this essay describes how de Antonio would leverage his
personality to secure funding with respect to a particular financing
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strategy – the syndication approach – and examines how the financing
particulars for Rush to Judgment offer an example of this proposed
strategy in action.

Salesmanship at the Intersection of Personality and Politics
Emile de Antonio led a fast-paced, on-the-edge, celebrity-filled lifestyle
and made masterfully polemical films ranging from the humorous to the
scathing. It is not surprising, therefore, that the scholarship on de
Antonio has approached him and his work by way of his personality and
politics. The single lengthiest account of de Antonio, Randolph Lewis’s
Emile de Antonio: Radical Filmmaker in Cold War America, combines
both approaches by synthesizing de Antonio’s personal anecdotes and
political opinions in a career biography spanning from Point of Order in
the early sixties to Mr. Hoover and I in the late eighties. Interestingly, de
Antonio himself has managed to direct the focus of much of the writing
about him and his work, as his own words have consistently served as the
foundation for the scholarship concerning him. Most of the literature on
de Antonio is either comprised of or based upon interviews he did during
the three decades of his documentary filmmaking career. In the only
other large-scale volume on de Antonio, Douglas Kellner and Dan
Streible’s essential Emile de Antonio: A Reader, about half the book is
devoted to either interviews with de Antonio or excerpts written by de
Antonio himself. Indeed, de Antonio proves an entertaining and provoking
writer and interviewee. It is particularly fascinating, moreover, to
examine how, within many interviews, de Antonio manages to direct and
redirect the conversation again and again toward two topics: his
sensational personal life and his leftist politics. Even if his interviewer
does not prompt him to discuss such issues directly, he will invariably
raise them anyway and festively ramble about them at length. In the
following excerpt from a 1978 interview conducted by Alan Rosenthal,
consider how de Antonio’s responses repeatedly spin toward the
personally and politically salacious:
How did you get into documentary? What was the starting point for you?
I began in 1961 with a film called Point of Order. My life up until that
point had been very much living by my wits. Unlike most filmmakers I
was an intellectual. I went to Harvard and did graduate work at
Columbia. At college I joined the Young Communist League, and the John
Reed Society. In fact, for someone who is not much of a joiner, I joined
everything political I could. Later I taught philosophy [at the College of
William and Mary] but thought that was a mug’s game. So I became a oneday-a-year business person. I made a lot of money one day a year. I was a
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was married five times and lived with countless other ones. I read a lot
and led a generally chaotic bohemian life. In 1959 I became a communist
again – unaffiliated – and also got interested in film, which I had always
disliked. I had admired the Marx brothers, W. C. Fields and the early
Soviets, but I did not go to the movies as Americans did. I mean a year
would go by without [my] seeing a picture.

Why did you suddenly become political again in 1959?
I think I sniffed in the air that politics might work again. I knew Kennedy
and I was more uncomfortable with his election than I was with
Eisenhower’s or Truman’s. I started meeting young radicals who were
political for the first time. During the fifties I had as friends what you
might call the homosexual avant-garde. My best friends were John Cage,
Rauschenberg, and Jasper Johns, who used to come to my house in the
country, and get drunk, and talk.[xviii]
In his first response, de Antonio answers a rather general question about
his initial interests in documentary filmmaking with an autobiographical
overview of both his personal and political entanglements. The second
question, specifically about de Antonio’s politics, draws directly from de
Antonio’s first response. De Antonio responds by associating his politics
with his friends, and he proceeds to list some celebrity artists who just
happen to be among his closest acquaintances. With such constant namedropping, and with open declarations such as “Every film I’ve made is a
political film; it was intentionally a political film”[xix] and “The
documentary film artist lives in opposition. He or she is nurtured best on
revolutionary soil”[xx], de Antonio has, either consciously or
unconsciously, single-handedly established the foundation on which all
scholarship about him is built.
Indeed, de Antonio’s personality and politics loom large. As a pioneer of
documentary form and voice, de Antonio must have faced some
difficulties, not only as a result of making unconventional films (such as
being under government surveillance, which would prove to be the case
with de Antonio), but also just in the very attempt of making these
unconventional films. A proposal for such an unconventional film
probably would have difficulty guaranteeing an exhibition venue, which,
in turn, would make the securing of financing more difficult. Yet de
Antonio would be the first to admit that he was well connected. Yes, de
Antonio made radical films, the subject matter of which probably would
make raising money difficult, but de Antonio knew scores of famous and
rich people. The assumed solution, therefore, seems easy: de Antonio hit
up his friends to finance his films. As de Antonio himself asserts, “All my
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was fundraising really just that easy? For the most part, it looks as
though de Antonio did raise money from his friends. As he told one
interviewer, “I have always been good at raising money. I have raised
over one million dollars to make leftwing films. I don’t come from a poor
background and I have always known people with money”[xxii]. Even
more succinct, yet ambiguous, is his claim that “It was always easy. I
never had any trouble raising money”[xxiii]. For the most part, scholars
seem to take de Antonio at his word. As the issue of financing does not
seem to be a problem, it does not get discussed at any great length.
Usually, any mention of financing is anecdotal and simply demonstrates
de Antonio’s precious connections. Consider, for example, how the
financing for Point of Order (1963) is succinctly and thrillingly narrated
by Randolph Lewis: “de Antonio paid a visit to a friend named Elliot Pratt,
a liberal heir to the Standard Oil fortune. Over hamburgers and drinks at
a Manhattan diner that ended with the millionaire leaving a ten-cent tip
(an irony that stuck in the filmmaker’s memory), de Antonio persuaded
Pratt to contribute $100,000”[xxiv].

Robert C. Ladendorf, however, connects de Antonio’s financing
difficulties to his politics: “As a result of his independent filmmaking
status and radical reputation, de Antonio had to spend much of his
creative time collecting money to begin as well as to finish his
documentaries. He did not have the Hollywood luxury of concentrating
fully on the creative process of filmmaking. He had to talk financing
first”[xxv]. Randolph Lewis’s chapter on Rush to Judgment suggests
financing troubles and briefly outlines some figures, but concentrates
more on de Antonio’s political and personal life during the making of this
film: how de Antonio heard of Kennedy’s murder from Andy Warhol while
at Jasper Johns’s apartment, how Paul McCartney was going to write the
score for the film because he wanted to be more than just a Beatle, how
de Antonio and his crew were harassed by local police as they filmed in
Dallas, how the film dismantles the Warren Commission’s Report. As we
shall see, de Antonio capitalized on his personality and his connections in
order to promote his politics and artistry. Starting with Rush to
Judgment, de Antonio would rely upon multiple friends – along with the
friends and associates of these friends (a crowdfunding model?) – in order
to fund his work.
The New American Cinema Group and the Syndication Approach to Film
Financing

De Antonio’s introduction into the world of independent filmmaking
occurred by way of distribution. He worked as the distributor for the
landmark Beat film Pull My Daisy (1959), directed by Robert Frank and
Alfred Leslie, based on an un-produced play by Jack Kerouac and starring
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involved with the New American Cinema Group. De Antonio, along with
22 others involved with independent filmmaking (such as Robert Frank,
Alfred Leslie, and Peter Bogdanovich), was invited by Jonas Mekas and
Lewis Allen to the Group’s inaugural meeting on 28 September 1960. On
that day, De Antonio was elected to a temporary executive board, also
consisting of Shirley Clarke, Edward Bland, Jonas Mekas and Lewis Allen.
(Note how many luminaries of American independent cinema have been
brought together here!) Randolph Lewis identifies de Antonio’s
involvement with the New American Cinema Group as “his first tentative
step toward film”[xxvi], but Lewis suggests that the Group did not
influence de Antonio. He writes that de Antonio soon separated from the
Group over the issue of profit – because de Antonio apparently felt that
the Group was not as interested in generating a profit from its films as he
was[xxvii]. While it appears that de Antonio’s involvement with the Group
was quite brief, I believe that this period was very instructive, perhaps
even formative. In examining two articles published by the New American
Cinema Group, I think that it is here where de Antonio learned the
method for independent film financing he would later adopt.

“The First Statement of the New American Cinema Group,” proclaimed
on 30 September 1960, lists nine tenets by which the Group sought to
change the practices of film production, distribution, and exhibition in the
United States. The Group makes explicit – and perhaps this is what de
Antonio would later find so problematic – that “We are not joining
together to make money. We are joining together to make films. We are
joining together to build the New American Cinema”[xxviii]. Three of the
Group’s tenets appear pertinent to de Antonio and film financing. The
first tenet declares, “We therefore reject the interference of producers,
distributors and investors until our work is ready to be projected on the
screen”[xxix]. The third tenet states, “We are seeking new forms of
financing, working towards a reorganization of film investing methods,
setting up the basis for a free film industry”[xxx]. These two tenets,
calling for interference-free investors and a new method of film investing,
will be elaborated below. The sixth tenet is also of interest, as it
specifically applies to de Antonio: “We plan to establish our own
cooperative distribution center. This task has been entrusted to Emile de
Antonio, our charter member”[xxxi].
Moreover, de Antonio himself helped to contribute to an article titled
“The Methods and Problems of Film Financing”, released by the New
American Cinema Group and appearing in the same issue. The article was
divided into four sections, each with its own contributor. De Antonio’s
section, the fourth, titled “A Real Mediocre Conspiracy”, is more of a
diatribe against Hollywood (“the arid allegory of The Misfits, the phony
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film financing[xxxii]. The other three sections, however, do explore three
different strategies for film financing. Don Gillin, a film distributor and
producer, explains “Film Financing through a Distribution Firm”, while
Aldolfas Mekas describes “Financing through Laboratories”. But it is the
section titled “The Syndication Approach to Film Financing”, prepared by
Lewis Allen and Jack M. Perlman, that appears most relevant to de
Antonio, for in the syndication approach we find de Antonio’s future
strategy for film financing.

The following is the “General Statement” of the syndication approach:
In this approach the production budget is raised by selling interest in the
film to one or more individual investors who may or may not be persons
friendly to either the producer or to members of the cast, or to the
property, etc. The disadvantages of this approach are: (1) many individual
investors are highly sophisticated when it comes to evaluating the
situation; (2) the syndication may have to be filed with the SEC. The
advantages of this approach are (1) the producer is completely free from
artistic control on the part of the money interests; (2) the producer need
not put up a completion bond and in fact does not even legally obligate
himself to complete the film; and (3) there may be no other way to
finance the film.[xxxiii]
The third advantage alone seems reason enough to follow the syndication
approach, but one important appeal is the artistic autonomy of a
filmmaker from investors – which is also the first tenet of the Group’s
First Statement. It should be noted that the two authors of this approach
had a background in theater: Lewis Allen was a theater producer; Jack
Perlman, a theatrical attorney. They were merely applying a conventional
model for Broadway financing to independent film financing.
What seems most important in Allen and Perlman’s approach is that the
independent filmmaker/director acts as producer in order to be in charge
of his own financing. Allen and Perlman, however, suggest that the
filmmaker distance himself financially from both his film and his investors
and form a corporation, described as follows:
A corporation is a separate legal entity which is set up and becomes the
owner of the film. The corporation, once set up, issues stock to the
producer and to the investors. The proportions in which the stock is
issued reflects the financial deal worked out between the producer and
the investors. The great advantage of a corporation is that it acts as a
shield protecting both the producer and the investors from any personal
liability to the outside world in connection with obligations incurred in
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income to the corporation and secondly as dividends to the
stockholders.[xxxiv]

Allen and Perlman suggest that the corporation’s profits be split, “Similar
syndications on Broadway are traditionally 50% to the producer, 50% to
the investors”[xxxv].
Although this model may seem fairly self-evident in retrospect, the fact
that the New American Cinema Group felt that it needed to be explained
in print perhaps indicates that it might have not been that obvious at the
time. In any case, as we will see, de Antonio clearly followed the
syndication approach. As de Antonio was involved with this article, he
either learned of or at least refined his understanding of this approach
from Allen and Perlman before he began making films several months
later.
The financing of Rush to Judgment
On 22 November 1963, President Kennedy was assassinated, Officer J. D.
Tippit was killed, and Lee Harvey Oswald was arrested. Two days later,
Oswald was killed by Jack Ruby. One week after the assassination, on 29
November, President Johnson established the Warren Commission with
the expressed purpose “to evaluate all the facts and circumstances that
surround such assassination, including the subsequent violent death of
the man charged with the assassination, and to report to me its findings
and conclusions”[xxxvi]. By December, Mark Lane published his first
article on the evidence against Oswald and was retained by Marguerite
Oswald to represent her son before the Warren Commission. In February
of 1964, de Antonio met with Lane for the first time and proposed the
basic film concept for Rush to Judgment. De Antonio and Lane agreed to
three conditions before they would begin on the film: “1) the Warren
Report had to be published; 2) Lane’s book had to be finished; and 3) the
funds had to be raised”[xxxvii]. On 27 September 1964, the 888-page
Warren Report was submitted to the White House. The 26 volumes of
Testimony and Exhibits were published on 23 November 1964, one year
and one day after Kennedy’s assassination. In December of 1965, de
Antonio began acquiring stock footage. In March and April of 1966, Lane,
de Antonio, and the rest of the film crew traveled to Dallas to shoot
portions of his film. In August, Lane’s book Rush to Judgment was
published and became a #1 non-fiction bestseller. In November, de
Antonio officially finished his film, and it was released in 1967.
From the above chronology, we see that the securing of financing was,
not surprisingly, an explicit precondition to the production of Rush to
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see that more than a year passed between the
publication of the Warren Report (November 1964) and the beginning of
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film production (December 1965). During this year, de Antonio worked to
raise money for Rush to Judgment while pursuing other projects on the
side. Although the extant financial records are, as described by
Ladendorf, “partial and scattered”[xxxviii], I believe that I have been able
to reconstruct much of the financing particulars for this film.

Following the syndicated approach to film financing, de Antonio
established a separate production company for each film he made. With
Rush to Judgment, de Antonio actually established two companies, one in
England and one in the United States. As for de Antonio’s lucrative
connections, it is difficult to surmise why exactly they were not
forthcoming on this particular project (unless this film was, as de Antonio
suggested, too hot a potato). But it should be noted that Rush to
Judgment comes early in de Antonio’s career. Even with the all-around
praise and recognition he earned with Point of Order, his reputation
might not have been strong enough to help obtain investors, and the ease
for which he received funding for Point of Order might have been a fluke.
Perhaps it was with – and therefore after – Rush to Judgment that de
Antonio began receiving the notice and sponsorship of the celebrities of
whom he could later boast more confidently. For example, Paul Newman,
Robert Ryan, Leonard Bernstein, and three Rockefeller heiresses all
helped finance de Antonio’s next film In the Year of the Pig. Also note that
de Antonio was in England during part of this hiatus, so he might have
not been in regular contact with his usual circuit of wealthy friends.
Furthermore, de Antonio was somewhat preoccupied with another
project.
During the hiatus, Mark Lane persuaded de Antonio to visit him in
England, where de Antonio met the philosopher Bertrand Russell. Lane
was acquainted with Ralph Schoenman, the Secretary of the Lord
Bertrand Russell World Peace Foundation, and de Antonio met both
Russell and Schoenman through Lane. Also through Lane, de Antonio met
Richard Stark,[xxxix] whom Randolph Lewis identifies as “an heir to the
Buster Brown shoe fortune”[xl]. Lane had met Stark through either
Schoenman or his British contacts. De Antonio proposed to Russell to
make a documentary, more specifically, a living obituary about his life
and accomplishments. Russell seemed fond of such novelty and agreed,
even offering Lane and de Antonio seats on the Board of Directors of his
Peace Foundation. Though this project was never fully realized – Lewis
describes the process in considerable detail in his book – the four
investors for the Bertrand Russell film were Lane, de Antonio, Stark, and
Schoenman, through the Peace Foundation.
These four investors, along with an Englishman named Mark Peploe,
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Directors of the company were Richard Stark and Mark Peploe; the Board
of Directors were de Antonio, Lane, and Stark[xli]. When the living
obituary project fell through, this company served to produce Rush to
Judgment. Voting stock was issued and distributed as follows: 40% to de
Antonio, 40% to Lane, 10% to Schoenman and 10% to Stark.[xlii] A
project proposal issued sometime in 1965 summarized the initial
production strategy for Rush to Judgment:

Nature of Film
A feature length film which will consist of stock footage, existing stills,
reconstructions and re-enactments as well as live footage to be shot in
Dallas, Washington and New York. The live footage will consist mainly of
interviews with witnesses to the assassination of President Kennedy in
Dallas, as well as interviews with members and staff of the Warren
Commission. Current Events Documentary Films Limited has already in
its possession tapes and stills never before published in any media. These
are of a highly controversial and sensational nature. An English film crew
will be sent to the United States in mid-December to film the interviews.
Projected completion date for the picture is March 1966. The nature of
the film will be didactic and argumentative in that it will compare the
Warren Commission’s own evidence contained in its published twenty-six
volumes of testimony and exhibits with the Warren Commission’s
conclusions contained in the one-volume Warren Commission Report. The
film will offer no conclusions and will indulge in no speculation. It will,
however, fill the judicial void left by the murder of Oswald and the
subsequent secret proceedings of the Warren Commission. The film will
constitute the only trial afforded to Lee Harvey Oswald with each viewer
serving as a juror.[xliii]
This proposal served as printed material for prospective investors. It
stipulated the division of profits as follows: “50% to Investors; 50% to
Production/Creative staff including Producer, Director, Writer”[xliv]. It is
unclear exactly how much money the company had at this time, and the
value of each percentage of voting stock is also unclear. Whatever the
company’s financial situation, the proposal also listed the following
budget to be distributed to potential investors, included below as Figure
1. It is also unclear which of these investors first signed on with Current
Events Documentary Films Limited. De Antonio apparently did not get
along with Schoenman, and Stark was slow in bringing in the money that
he promised. Stark’s investment, in fact, largely came from his
father[xlv]. De Antonio acquired stock footage for the film from VisNews
in England and returned to the United States. Soon after, Judgement [sic]
Films Corporation was founded in New York, with de Antonio as
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As for the funding situation, de Antonio explained, “I had to go to England
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to raise the money . . . It was impossible to raise the money in the United
States, because this subject really touched the psychic uneasiness of
America about as deeply as anything we’ve had to face, including the
war”[xlvii]. All of the major investors for Rush to Judgment were brought
in by Lane, not de Antonio (associates of his associate), and these
investors, mostly British, ultimately invested in Judgement Films
Corporation – a few, no doubt, by having their investment transferred
over from Current Events Documentary Films Limited. De Antonio likely
chose to form this second company so that it would be easier to make the
film in the United States. He also had a tendency to create an entirely
separate company for each of his film projects, so not carrying over the
same company for the aborted film project might have offered some
financial or legal safeguards.

Proposed Budget
1
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